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Copy number variation is a dominant contributor to genomic variation and may frequently underlie an individual’s
variable susceptibilities to disease. Here we question our previous proposition that copy number variants (CNVs) are
often retained in the human population because of their adaptive benefit. We show that genic biases of CNVs are
best explained, not by positive selection, but by reduced efficiency of selection in eliminating deleterious changes
from the human population. Of four CNV data sets examined, three exhibit significant increases in protein
evolutionary rates. These increases appear to be attributable to the frequent coincidence of CNVs with segmental
duplications (SDs) that recombine infrequently. Furthermore, human orthologs of mouse genes, which, when
disrupted, result in pre- or postnatal lethality, are unusually depleted in CNVs. Together, these findings support a
model of reduced purifying selection (Hill–Robertson interference) within copy number variable regions that are
enriched in nonessential genes, allowing both the fixation of slightly deleterious substitutions and increased drift of
CNV alleles. Additionally, all four CNV sets exhibited increased rates of interspecies chromosomal rearrangement
and nucleotide substitution and an increased gene density. We observe that sequences with high G+C contents are
most prone to copy number variation. In particular, frequently duplicated human SD sequence, or CNVs that are
large and/or observed frequently, tend to be elevated in G+C content. In contrast, SD sequences that appear fixed in
the human population lie more frequently within low G+C sequence. These findings provide an overarching view of
how CNVs arise and segregate in the human population.

[Supplemental material is available online at www.genome.org. The BAC array data from this study have been
submitted to Gene Expression Omnibus [GEO] (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo) under accession no. GSE7391.]

Copy number variants (CNVs) contribute more than single
nucleotide polymorphisms to the number of bases differing be-
tween a pair of human genomes (Redon et al. 2006; Shianna and
Willard 2006), and as such are expected to contribute substan-
tially to phenotypic variation. CNVs have been identified for a
large proportion (up to 12%) (Redon et al. 2006) of the human
euchromatic sequence, together encompassing up to 1500 (Wong
et al. 2007), 1800 (Sharp et al. 2006a), or 2900 (Redon et al. 2006)
genes. Most individual CNVs, however, are observed only rarely
(<1%) in the human population (Sharp et al. 2005; Nguyen et al.
2006). Given the large size and abundance of CNVs in each hu-
man genome it is unsurprising that copy number variation is
associated with disease susceptibility (Singleton et al. 2003; Vis-
sers et al. 2004; de Vries et al. 2005; Gonzalez et al. 2005; Aitman
et al. 2006; Koolen et al. 2006; Sharp et al. 2006b; Shaw-Smith et
al. 2006; Sleegers et al. 2006; Sebat et al. 2007; Walsh et al. 2008).
Nevertheless, if we are to better appreciate the broader relevance
of CNVs to human disease, it is essential that we better under-
stand the biases underlying their detection, how they arise and
segregate in the human population, as well as the selective pro-
cesses that act upon them.

Copy number variation has not been observed uniformly
within the human genome. It is particularly concentrated near

proximally duplicated regions (Iafrate et al. 2004; Sebat et al.
2004; Sharp et al. 2005; Tuzun et al. 2005; McCarroll et al. 2006),
especially segmental duplications (SDs), defined as duplicated se-
quences sharing >90% identity over at least 1 kb in the reference
human genome assembly (Bailey et al. 2001, 2002). This assem-
bly is a mosaic comprised of sequence from multiple individuals’
genomes. Consequently, it is expected that some SDs in the ref-
erence assembly represent duplication alleles. However, owing to
the rarity of most CNV alleles, the frequent coincidence of hu-
man CNVs and reference assembly SDs is not a trivial result. The
nonuniform distribution of CNVs may arise from nearby repeti-
tive sequences, facilitating a duplication or deletion via nonalle-
lic homologous recombination (NAHR) (Stankiewicz and Lupski
2002; Hurles 2005; Lupski and Stankiewicz 2005). CNVs, SDs,
and, indeed, other fragile portions of genomes such as synteny
breakpoints, are also associated with further mutational biases,
such as elevated nucleotide substitution rates (Armengol et al.
2005; Webber and Ponting 2005; Nguyen et al. 2006). Genomic
regions both rich in SDs and prone to recombination are ex-
pected also to be enriched in CNVs, as allelic homologous recom-
bination and NAHR are intimately related (Lindsay et al. 2006).

We previously presented evidence that positive selection of
CNVs has occurred within the modern human population
(Nguyen et al. 2006). For that study we considered a set of 627
human CNV regions (CNVRs), collated from a variety of sources
that had used diverse experimental protocols. We argued that
their significantly increased density of genes, particularly those
encoding secreted products and those possessing functions in-
volved in the sensing of the environment, suggested the past
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action of positive selection. This conclusion was also consistent
with elevated rates of protein evolution for these regions, esti-
mated over the long time period spanning the human and mouse
lineages. For this we assumed that these rate elevations were
caused in great part by episodes of positive selection on amino
acid substitution, and that these ancient episodes mirror more
recent episodes of positive selection on copy number change
(Mouse Genome Sequencing Consortium 2002; Emes et al.
2003). As these effects were most pronounced for the more fre-
quent CNVRs (those observed on at least two occasions), we fur-
ther argued that CNVs might have been driven to high frequency
in the human population as a consequence of their adaptive
benefit. In that publication, we did not consider whether selec-
tion on human CNVs is dominated instead by reduced purifying
selection.

We felt it important to revisit this issue using recently avail-
able and genome-wide data sets, each acquired using a different
experimental protocol. In addition to a new set of CNVs, we
analyzed the properties of three previously described sets of
CNVs (Redon et al. 2006; Wong et al. 2007). This allowed us to
investigate whether biases associated with different array-based
platforms could influence our evolutionary conclusions. The ori-
gin and rates of fixation of CNVs were also addressed by analyz-
ing the large numbers of SDs that are apparent from the human
genome reference sequence. By exploiting both CNV and SD
data, we reconsidered whether nonadaptive processes, rather
than positive selection, might underlie our previous observa-
tions. We were particularly concerned by four potential con-
founding factors. First, we were concerned that CNVs’ increased
gene densities might have arisen simply because of a positive
correlation with the G+C nucleotide content (Lander et al. 2001;
Mouse Genome Sequencing Consortium 2002), although our
previous study had not revealed such a G+C content bias. We
also needed to reconsider the issue of gene density in the light of
recent reports from Redon et al. (2006) and Conrad et al. (2006)
that some CNV sets are gene poor, not gene rich. Second, there
was a need to consider whether selective and mutational forces
have acted differentially on small versus large, or rarely versus
frequently observed CNVs. Third, CNV genes might have ac-
quired an elevated number of deleterious rather than advanta-
geous amino acid changes if they have often been subject to
reduced rates of recombination (“Hill–Robertson interference”)
(Hill and Robertson 1966; Charlesworth and Charlesworth 2000;
McVean and Charlesworth 2000). Finally, the concentration of
CNVs in certain genomic regions, and their enrichments in “en-
vironmental” genes, might reflect selective in addition to muta-
tional biases. Specifically, CNV regions may be largely spared
from strong constraint on copy number that applies to the re-
maining bulk of the genome.

Results

We divide our studies between those investigating the muta-
tional processes of how CNVs arise and others seeking to under-
stand the impact of selection on CNVs. We first introduce the
CNV data sets we use, and then we describe a nucleotide content-
dependent bias on how frequently CNVs arise in a genomic region.
Subsequently, we question whether CNVs have been negatively or
positively selected in the human population. For these studies we
also took advantage of SDs from the reference human genome
sequence, considering these to be duplications that either were
fixed or remain polymorphic in the human population.

CNV data sets

Analyses were performed on four CNV data sets identified by
either Redon et al. (2006) (two sets) or by Wong et al. (2007), or
by ourselves (Table 1). For each set, overlapping CNVs were
merged (see Methods) in order to obtain nonoverlapping CNVRs
(Table 1). In order to consider platform-specific biases, we con-
sidered CNVs identified by Redon and colleagues separately by
each platform. Our own previously unpublished data set con-
tains 1276 “Nijmegen” CNVs that were identified as a by-product
of a study of diagnostic genome profiling in mental retardation
(de Vries et al. 2005), and were purged of those variants that arose
spontaneously, and thus might be causally linked to disease (see
Methods; Supplemental Table 1).

As expected, CNVs identified using the Affymetrix SNP array
platform tended to be smaller than those found with array-
comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH). In contrast, Nijme-
gen CNVRs were larger and were observed less frequently
(Supplemental Fig. 1; Table 1), likely owing to a more stringent
CNV calling protocol and to the use of a pooled set of genomes
as reference in these aCGH experiments, respectively (see Meth-
ods). For three of the four sets, the majority of CNVs lay within
CNVRs in which both gain and loss CNVs are observed (Table 1).
These “gain-and-loss CNVRs” might represent instances where
the reference genomes contain both CNV alleles and where subject
genomes are homozygous for one allele. However, many gain-and-
loss CNVRs contain at least one CNV pair whose boundaries are not
equivalent (94%, 64%, 95%, and 36% of CNVRs for the Nijme-
gen, Redon et al. aCGH, Redon et al. Affymetrix, and Wong et al.
data sets, respectively). Even when the inaccuracies of CNV
boundary determination are considered, it appears likely that
gain-and-loss CNVRs often reflect recurrent CNV changes, rather
than heterozygosity in the reference genomes. We, and others,
have demonstrated that CNV changes can be recurrent (White et
al. 2007; Turner et al. 2008).

Mutational biases

SDs frequently coincide both with CNVs and with breakpoints in
conserved synteny for mammalian chromosomes (Bailey et al.
2004; Armengol et al. 2005). Thus, we were interested in whether
an increased density of synteny breakpoints would be found
within CNVRs. Indeed, all four CNVRs sets contain more break-
points in synteny between dog and human chromosomes than
expected by chance alone (P < 2 � 10�3) (Fig. 1A,B; Supplemen-
tal Table 2). (To establish this significance and that for subse-
quent observations unless otherwise stated, we constructed 500
randomly sampled sets of nonoverlapping genomic segments
matched in number and in size to each of the CNVR sets con-
sidered; no set of random segments possessed as many break-
points in synteny as any of the CNVR sets [i.e., P < 2 � 10�3].)

By partitioning the four sets of CNVRs according to their
overlap with SDs (see Methods), we found that, as expected, it is
only those CNVR subsets that also overlap SDs that are signifi-
cantly enriched with synteny breakpoints (Fig. 1A,B). The frequent
coincidence of CNVRs, SDs, and synteny breakpoints indicate that
the most recently fragile regions of the human genome have also
been fragile throughout mammalian evolutionary history.

Genomic regions that are prone to copy number varia-
tion are known to possess high rates of nucleotide substitution
(Armengol et al. 2005; Nguyen et al. 2006; She et al. 2006). Each
of the four sets of CNVRs we analyzed exhibit this bias, with me-
dian synonymous nucleotide substitution rates being elevated by
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between 11% and 45% (Fig. 1C,D). Genes present in SDs also
exhibit increased synonymous substitution rates (+38% eleva-
tion), and similar elevations are observed for orthologous trans-
posable elements (“ancestral repeats”) in CNVRs and in SDs (data
not shown). As most of the CNVR sets exhibit unexpectedly high
G+C contents (see below), these elevated rates are due, in part, to
the well-established positive correlation between G+C or CpG
contents and substitution rates (Hardison et al. 2003; She et al.
2006). However, even for CNVRs that do not possess unusual
G+C contents, such as those reported from the Redon et al.
(2006) Affymetrix platform and even for CNVRs lacking SDs (see
below), substitution rates remain significantly elevated. These
findings suggest that a common cellular mechanism could un-
derlie the increased rates of substitution and copy number
changes in these regions (Nguyen et al. 2006).

G+C content bias

The CNVR set we analyzed previously (Nguyen et al. 2006), and
those identified by Redon et al. (2006) or Wong et al. 2007), have
each been reported to possess nucleotide contents that reflect the
G+C content of the genome as a whole. It came as a surprise,
therefore, to observe that each of the three aCGH CNVRs sets is

actually enriched in G+C content. To as-
sess the departure of their G+C contents,
we performed randomizations as before.
The median G+C content for each ran-
domized genomic set was found to be
40.9% (Fig. 2).

The elevation of G+C content is sig-
nificant for each of the three aCGH CNV
sets (P < 2 � 10�3). Nijmegen CNVRs
exhibit the largest G+C content of
44.0%, ∼3% higher than expected from
the genome-wide randomized samples;
Wong et al. (2007) and Redon et al.
(2006) aCGH CNVRs possess G+C con-
tents of 41.5% and 41.7%, respectively.
The increase in G+C for the Nijmegen
set is substantial, since only 20.6% of 50-
kb windows in the human genome pos-
sess a G+C content higher than 44.0%.
No significant nucleotide G+C bias was,
however, observed for the CNVRs from
the Redon et al. Affymetrix set: Their
G+C content of 40.9% exactly matches
the value expected by random sampling.

The largest G+C content increases
are always associated with CNVRs that
are observed frequently; hence, rarely
(<1%) observed CNVRs possess the low-
est G+C contents (Fig. 2). This contrast is
particularly pronounced for Nijmegen
CNVRs (46.0% for frequent vs. 43.2% for
rarely observed CNVRs) (Fig. 2). We also
note that for all four data sources, CNVR
partitions that overlap SDs exhibit
marked increases in G+C content,
whereas those outside of SDs exhibit re-
duced G+C contents (Fig. 2). The four
CNVR sets are associated with very dif-
ferent amounts of SDs, but all are signifi-
cantly higher than the 5.3% of human

SDs present genome-wide (P < 2 � 10�3) (International Human
Genome Sequencing Consortium 2004). A total of 20%, 25%,
30%, and 7% of Nijmegen, Redon et al. Affymetrix, Redon et al.
aCGH, and Wong et al. CNVR bases, respectively, lie within seg-
mentally duplicated sequence (see also Cheng et al. 2005; Sharp
et al. 2005). For all CNVR partitions outside of SDs the G+C
content is lower than the genome average and is significantly so
for each of the two Redon et al. CNVR sets (P < 2 � 10�3). The
high G+C content of CNVRs could thus be interpreted as being
simply due to the substantial overlap between CNVRs and SDs.

Faster turnover of G+C-rich sequence in SDs

This observation led us to investigate the G+C contents of SDs,
despite these sequences not having previously been noted as con-
taining an increased G+C content. For this analysis we con-
structed segmentally duplicated regions (SDRs) from overlapping
SDs exactly as was previously done for CNVs. Compared with the
randomized distribution, the G+C content of SDRs is indeed sig-
nificantly elevated (+1.7%, P < 2 � 10�3) (Fig. 2).

Why might CNVs observed by aCGH exhibit such pro-
nounced increases in G+C content, while CNVRs identified on a

Figure 1. The departures from expected values for the coincidence of CNVRs with human and
dog synteny breakpoints (A,B) and human and dog orthologs’ synonymous substitution rates within
CNVRs (C,D), calculated for sets of Nijmegen CNVRs and Redon et al. aCGH CNVRs. Results are shown
as percentage differences from values expected by random sampling of the human genome reference
assembly (see Methods). (A,C) Nijmegen aCGH CNVRs; (B,D) Redon et al. aCGH CNVRs.
For either Nijmegen or Redon et al. aCGH data, the set of genomic regions are: “All CNVRs,” all
CNV regions; “Rare CNVRs,” genomic regions in which CNVs were identified in <1% of the individuals
sampled; “Frequent CNVRs,” CNVRs in which CNVs were identified in >1% of the individuals sampled;
“CNVRs with SDs,” CNV regions overlapping with at least one SD; “CNVRs without SDs,” CNV regions
having no overlap with SDs; and “All SDRs,” the set of all 8051 SD regions (shown accompanying each
CNVR set). Bars annotated with an asterisk (*) are significant at P < 0.025.
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single nucleotide polymorphism platform do not? Similarly, why
might SD-containing CNVRs possess a high G+C content? We
looked to the biases of size that are inherent in experimental
designs to explain these differences. We do, indeed, observe that
CNVRs of increasingly larger size possess elevated G+C content.
Plotting the median size of CNVs underlying these CNVRs
against their median G+C content shows that the G+C content
increases approximately linearly with CNV size (Fig. 3). This
trend does not simply reflect ascertainment biases between plat-
forms, because it is also apparent for data acquired with a single
platform (Fig. 3). Thus, across single and multiple data sets there
appears to be a strong trend for larger CNVs to contain an un-
usually high G+C content.

If the highest G+C portions of the human genome have
been particularly susceptible to copy number variation in the
human population, then we would expect SDs that are fixed in
the human population to be relatively depleted in G+C content
compared with SDs that are copy number variable. To examine
this proposition, we use as a proxy for fixed SDs all SDs that lie

outside of any CNV present among the
four data sets we examined. As expected,
nonfixed SDs possess a significantly
higher G+C content than apparently
fixed SDs (43.1% and 41.7%, respec-
tively; P = 1 � 10�7).

We also might expect sequence
containing higher proportions of G or C
bases to have been more frequently du-
plicated. To compare genomic regions
that have suffered large numbers of SD
events with those whose extant duplica-
tions have been far less numerous, we
computed, for each base pair, the num-
ber of overlapping SDs. Next, we calcu-
lated the G+C content of sequence that
either was overlapped by SDs more than
12 times, or else once only. We argue
that if no G+C-dependencies exist on de-
letion or duplication rates, then the G+C
content of these two sets should be
equivalent. Instead, the G+C content of
>12-fold SD coverage regions is 2.1%
higher than that for onefold coverage SD
regions (44.5% vs. 42.4%, P < 10�16).
We conclude that genomic regions pos-
sessing high G+C content have been un-
usually susceptible to segmental duplica-
tion and, more particularly, to copy
number variation in the human popula-
tion.

We observe a positive correlation
between G+C content and CNV size
(Pearson’s r = 0.18, P = 4 � 10�8; Fig. 3)
and a higher G+C content of CNVRs that
overlap SDs than of CNVRs that do not.
It is thus unsurprising that we also ob-
serve a significant correlation between
the percentage of SD bases within a
CNVR and the median CNV size within
each CNVR (r = 0.25, P = 1 � 10�14).
However, examining first order partial
correlations, we find that the correlation

between G+C content and CNV size remains significant even
when accounting for SD content (r = 0.16, P < 10�4), as does the
correlation between SD content and CNV size when accounting
for G+C content (r = 0.24, P < 10�4). Thus, genomic regions high
in either G+C content or SD content may be particularly suscep-
tible to the generation of larger CNVs.

A nonadaptive explanation for elevated evolutionary rates
of CNV genes

We previously showed that genes located within CNVRs tend
to exhibit significantly elevated rates of protein evolution, as
measured using dN/dS ratios (Nguyen et al. 2006). For this work
we exploited a set of high-quality orthologous gene assignments
determined between human and dog Ensembl genes (Hubbard et
al. 2002; Birney et al. 2006; Goodstadt and Ponting 2006). Due to
the shorter mutational distance between human and dog (me-
dian dS = 0.35) compared with that between human and mouse
(median dS = 0.56) (Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005), we expect the as-

Figure 2. Percentage of G+C contents for CNVRs and SDRs compared with size-matched random-
ized sets for Nijmegen CNVRs (indicated within black arrows), Redon et al. Affymetrix CNVRs (cyan),
Redon et al. aCGH (green), Wong et al. CNVRs (red), and SDRs (pink). The first column shows G+C
contents for the entire sets. The G+C contents of CNVR sets partitioned according to frequency are
shown in the second and third columns (“Frequent,” CNVRs at >1% observed population frequency;
“Rare,” CNVRs at <1% observed population frequency). The fourth and fifth columns show G+C
contents of CNVR sets partitioned according to their overlap, or not, with SDs. Additionally, the G+C
contents of SDRs overlapped, or not, by CNVs, are shown in the fourth and fifth columns, respectively.
The frequency distribution of the G+C contents for 500 randomly sampled sets of genomic regions,
matched in size to Nijmegen CNVRs (gray density curve) and to SDRs (pink density curve), are also
shown.
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signment of orthology between the former species’ pair to be
more accurate. By comparing dN/dS distributions for genes from
different CNVR sets against dN/dS values for all human genes (see
Supplemental Table 2), we showed that the tendency for in-
creased dN/dS values was also exhibited by genes from the two
Redon et al. CNVR sets (median dN/dS value increases of +25%
and +55% for Affymetrix and aCGH data sets, respectively;
P < 10�10; Kolmogorov-Smirnov [KS] test) (Fig. 4A). This tendency,
however, was not found for the two remaining sets (Nijmegen
CNVRs, �2%; Wong et al. CNVRs, +1%; Fig. 4A).

To investigate these platform-specific findings we partitioned
CNVRs according to their overlap with segmentally duplicated
sequence. We chose to do this because human SD genes exhibit
a significant and substantial increase in dN/dS, with a median
value (0.25) over twice that expected from the genome as a whole
(0.12) (Fig. 4A; Supplemental Table 2) (see also Armengol et al.
2005). Dividing the CNVRs from each of the four platforms con-
ditional on their overlap with SDs results in eight partitions. Of
these CNVR subsets, six accord with a pattern of elevated dN/dS

values in CNVRs overlapping SDs, and decreased dN/dS values in
CNVRs lying outside of SDs (Fig. 4B). We will interpret this pat-
tern observed for the six CNVR subsets under a model of reduced
purifying selection and will thereafter return to discuss the re-
maining two subsets.

The elevation in dN/dS ratios for CNV genes that overlap
with SDs might have arisen from relaxation of constraints or
from positive selection on amino acid substitutions. A third pos-
sibility is that the dN/dS elevation is due to an increased rate of
fixation of deleterious, rather than adaptive, substitutions be-
cause of unusually low rates of recombination (“Hill–Robertson
interference”) (Hill and Robertson 1966; Charlesworth and

Charlesworth 2000; McVean and Charlesworth 2000). Reduced
rates of cross-over could arise mechanistically simply because
polymorphic copy number variants interfere with homologous
strand invasion (Navarro et al. 1997; Shaw and Lupski 2004;
Lupski and Stankiewicz 2005; Erdogan et al. 2006; Lindsay et al.
2006). This third explanation predicts that when median dN/dS

values are elevated, human recombination rates are reduced, and
vice versa. Indeed, this inverse relationship was found to hold
true for all but one of the eight CNVR sets that either overlap, or
do not overlap, SDs (Fig. 4B). Hill–Robertson interference thus
offers a plausible and nonadaptive explanation for the elevated
evolutionary rates of protein-coding genes lying within SD re-
gions. We emphasize that it appears to be the tendency of infre-
quently recombining regions, SDs, and CNVs to coincide that
underlies both the increase in dN/dS ratios of genes lying in CNVs
and the decrease in dN/dS ratios of genes outside of CNVs.

As we highlight above, two subsets, namely, Nijmegen
CNVRs that overlap SDs and Redon et al. Affymetrix CNVRs that
do not overlap SDs, diverge from our proposed model of reduced
purifying selection inside SDs, and strong purifying selection
outside SDs (Fig. 4B). With regard to Nijmegen CNVRs that over-
lap SDs, these are distinguished from the other sets not only
because of their larger sizes, but because of their significantly
lower proportions of segmentally duplicated bases (Nijmegen:
0.8%; Wong et al.: 1.5%; Redon et al. aCGH: 1.6%; Redon et al.
Affymetrix 4.8%; P < 2 � 10�4). They are thus expected to be
among the least influenced by the effects of low recombination
on increasing dN/dS ratios within segmentally duplicated se-
quence. Finally, we return to the observation that Redon et al.
Affymetrix CNVRs that do not overlap SDs encompass genes
tending to show higher than expected dN/dS ratios (Fig. 4B). We
believe this observation arises from this SNP-based platform’s
preference for sampling relatively short CNVRs (Fig. 3) that con-
tain shorter human genes whose protein evolutionary rates tend
to be higher. In support of this, we considered all human–dog
orthologs and found that the shortest 50% of such genes lying
outside of human SD sequences tend to possess significantly
higher dN/dS ratios than the longest 50% of such genes (0.09 vs.
0.13, respectively, KS-test P < 1 � 10�16).

Reduced selection explains the functional biases of CNVR
genes

CNV genes are enriched in “environmental” functions and en-
code unexpectedly large numbers of secreted proteins (Gibbs et
al. 2004; Feuk et al. 2006; Nguyen et al. 2006; Sharp et al. 2006a).
We, and others, previously interpreted these observations as indi-
cating that positive selection on duplications has occurred for these
particular gene categories (Mouse Genome Sequencing Consortium
2002; Emes et al. 2003). However, we need to consider whether
these enrichments might instead have arisen from nonuniform
negative selection on gene copy changes: Duplication or deletion
of nonenvironmental genes might be more frequently deleteri-
ous than copy number changes of environmental genes.

To distinguish between these two possibilities, we took ad-
vantage of phenotypic information from two sources that relate
to the deleteriousness of gene disruptions. First, we identified a
set of “essential genes,” defined as human orthologs of mouse
genes that, when disrupted, result in either pre- or postnatal
lethality (Bult et al. 2008). We also considered a set of “disease
genes” representing human genes that, when mutated, have
been associated with Mendelian disease; as such disruptions less

Figure 3. Relationships between CNVR size and G+C content. We
partitioned by CNVR size the Redon et al. aCGH set into four equally
populated bins; this data set was chosen, as it provides CNVRs covering
the broadest logarithmic range of size variation. Differences in G+C
content between each of the two largest bins when compared with either
of the two smallest bins are significant (P < 4 � 10�3). Even when
discarding segmentally duplicated bases, the two larger CNVR sets
exhibit significantly increased G+C content (Nijmegen set, 44.2%; Redon
et al. aCGH set, 41.5%; P < 1 � 10�3). For each data set, the median
size of CNVs within a CNVR is plotted against the CNVs’ median G+C
content (filled circles). Redon et al. aCGH CNVRs were also partitioned
into four equally populated bins according to median CNV sizes (open
circles).
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frequently result in pre- or postnatal lethality, it is expected that
purifying selection on mutations is considerably stronger on es-
sential genes than it is on disease genes. The two sets are also
distinguished by their gene functions: For example, essential
genes are unusually depleted (one-third lower) in genes encoding
secreted proteins (P < 10�16; Fisher’s exact test), whereas disease
genes encode a significantly higher proportion of such proteins
(Winter et al. 2004).

CNVR genes fail to randomly sample the set of essential
genes: Each of the four CNVR sets is significantly depleted in
such genes (P < 2.5 x 10�2; Supplemental Table 3). Deficits of
essential genes are most pronounced for both frequently ob-
served (>1%) CNVRs and for gain-and-loss CNVRs (Supplemental
Table 3). One explanation of these findings is that fewer essential
genes reside within regions that are predisposed to CNV muta-
tions. However, a more likely explanation is that purifying selec-

Figure 4. The departures from expected values for evolutionary rates, recombination rates, and disease gene count estimated within Nijmegen
CNVRs, Redon et al. Affymetrix CNVRs, Redon et al. aCGH CNVRs, Wong et al. CNVRs and SDRs. Evolutionary rates and disease gene counts have been
obtained only for genes that entirely lie within these CNVRs. Results are shown as percentage differences from values expected from random sampling
of the human genome reference assembly (see Methods). (A) Departures of the rate of protein evolution (dN/dS), recombination rate per base (cM/bp)
and disease gene count are shown as percentage differences from the value expected from random sampling of the human genome. Bars annotated
with an asterisk (*) are significant at P < 0.025. (B) Departures of the same properties as in A, after splitting the different CNVR data sets according to
their overlap with SDs.
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tion on copy number change acts nonuniformly in the genome.
Some gene types are poorly represented in CNVs, simply because
changes in their copy number tend to be strongly deleterious and
thus are often purged from the population. Conversely, other
gene types are over-represented in CNVs, either because their
changes in copy number are less deleterious, or because delete
rious CNV alleles are less frequently purified owing to low recom-
bination rates (Hill–Robertson interference) (see Discussion).

Disease genes, as opposed to essential genes, show no set
pattern of enrichment in CNVRs, as they are significantly de-
pleted in the Redon et al. Affymetrix CNVR set and significantly
enriched in the Wong et al. CNVR set (Fig. 4A). However, when
partitioned further according to whether or not they occur in
CNVRs that overlap SDs, three of the four sets exhibit a disease
gene surfeit outside of SDs and a deficit inside SDs (Fig. 4B). The
deficit of disease genes within CNVRs that overlap SDs is consis-
tent with these regions containing an unusual concentration of
genes better able to accept the potentially deleterious effects of
variable copy number and, as we propose above, deleterious sub-
stitutions.

The enrichment of disease genes within CNVRs lying out-
side SDs might imply that duplications of such genes are advan-
tageous, perhaps by providing functional compensation when
single genes are disrupted. We thus might expect that duplica-
tions, in other lineages, of genes that are essential in mouse,
would be retained in those lineages due to selection for benefi-
cial redundancy. Instead, we found that essential and disease
genes have been preferentially retained as single copies in four
lineages (those of human, mouse, dog, and opossum; see Meth-
ods) since their last common ancestor. More specifically, we
found that among those genes that have remained undupli-
cated over a total of 485 million years of evolutionary time
(Archibald 2003; Springer et al. 2003), there are significant en-
richments of disease genes (81% increase) and essential genes
(22% increase) when compared with genes that have experienced
at least one duplication in these lineages (P < 10�16; Fisher’s ex-
act test).

We thus propose that human disease gene CNVs lying out-
side of segmentally duplicated sequence will, over sufficient
numbers of generations, be preferentially purged from the human
population. By way of contrast, CNVs encompassing essential
genes, being more deleterious, are purged more rapidly and are thus
more rarely observed segregating in the human population.

This proposition appears to be at odds with the surfeit of
disease genes observed in three of the four sets of CNVRs that do
not overlap SDs. We considered whether disease genes might tend
to lie within a sequence that is preferentially sampled by each of
these three CNV platforms. Owing to our previous observation that
each of the three aCGH platforms show a preference in sampling
sequence with high G+C content, we considered whether disease
genes also exhibit a preference to lie within high G+C sequence.
Indeed, the intronic and flanking sequence (5 kb up- and down-
stream) of disease genes, after excluding all other coding sequence,
was found to be significantly elevated in G+C content compared
with genes not known to be involved in Mendelian disorders (me-
dian 45.7% vs. 44.0%, respectively; KS-test P = 1.7 � 10�8). The
fourth platform, that of Redon et al. Affymetrix, shows a deficit
of disease genes (Fig. 4B) that may be explained, at least in part, by
its lower G+C content. It may also be explained, however, by this
platform’s preference in detecting smaller CNV(R)s (Table 1; Fig. 3):
Mendelian disease genes are, on average, twice as large as other
genes (median sizes 29.3 kb vs. 16.6 kb, respectively; see Smith and

Eyre-Walker 2003) and are thus less likely to be completely over-
lapped by this set’s CNVRs compared with the other three plat-
forms.

CNVR gene richness and elevated G+C content

If positive selection on human CNVs has occurred frequently,
then we might expect an increased number of functional ele-
ments to be found within such regions. Previously (Nguyen et al.
2006), we showed that CNVs, especially those found frequently
in the human population, are indeed enriched in protein-coding
genes, consistent with some CNVs being preferentially retained
within the human population because of the benefits accrued
from their genes’ copy number changes (Gonzalez et al. 2005;
Zhang et al. 2005; She et al. 2006). In our new study, all four
CNVRs sets also exhibit a strong and significant enrichment in
gene numbers over that expected from their sizes (46%, 12%,
14%, and 30% increases for Nijmegen, Wong et al., Redon et al.
Affymetrix, and Redon et al. aCGH CNVRs, respectively;
P < 0.02) (Fig. 5A).

Nevertheless, CNVs might contain many genes simply be-
cause of a genome-wide tendency for a higher density of genes
within G+C-rich sequence (Zoubak et al. 1996), which is more
frequently subject to copy number change. The enrichment in
genes (Fig. 5C,D) and in G+C content (Fig. 2) within CNVs would
be consistent with this alternative and nonadaptive explanation.
Other biases are also consistent with this nonadaptive model:
CNVRs lying outside of SDs exhibit reduced G+C contents
and significantly reduced gene densities (33%, 47%, 34%, and
10% decreases for Nijmegen, Redon et al. Affymetrix, Redon et al.
aCGH, and Wong et al. data sets, respectively, P < 0.02) (Fig. 5).

The Redon et al. Affymetrix CNVR data might still be con-
sidered to support an adaptive evolution for CNVs, since these
data show no overall elevation of G+C content despite a sub-
stantial increase in gene content. Nevertheless, here too, a non-
adaptive explanation can be provided. The Redon et al. Af-
fymetrix CNVR data appear to be gene rich on account of their
high proportion (∼25%) of CNVRs that overlap SDs, yet these
SDs possess a lower G+C content than SDs occurring within
CNVRs from other data sets (Fig. 2). The Affymetrix SNP platform
preferentially samples lower over higher G+C SDs, since higher
G+C SD sequence presents greater difficulties when unambigu-
ously identifying markers within commonly structurally variable
regions (Wirtenberger et al. 2006) and, as we have argued above,
higher G+C sequence is more frequently copy number variable.

The CNVR protein-coding proportion (percentage of exonic
base pairs) correlates significantly with both CNVR G+C-content
(Pearson’s r = 0.41, P < 10�16) and with SD-fraction (percentage
of SD base pairs, r = 0.39, P < 10�16). Examining the first order
partial correlations reveals that G+C content remains signifi-
cantly correlated with CNVR protein-coding content having ac-
counted for SD content (r = 0.39, P < 10�4), as does SD content
when accounting for G+C content (r = 0.37, P < 10�4). Thus, in
general, we conclude that the gene richness of CNVs is best ex-
plained not by positive selection, but instead by platform-specific
biases in sampling CNVs with a high G+C-content and/or that
overlap SDs.

Discussion

Our study examined 6453 genomic regions with copy number
variation that were identified using four different platforms and
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experimental protocols. Each of these approaches appears to
sample CNVs differently according to size and G+C content (Fig.
3). General trends that emerge are that regions showing elevated
G+C content give rise to larger CNVs and more frequently overlap
with sequence-similar segmental duplications. Such regions also ex-
hibit tendencies to be gene rich and to accumulate more nucleotide
substitutions and interspecies synteny breakpoints (Nguyen et al.
2006; Cooper et al. 2007), although whether these tendencies are
causally related remains unknown. Human sequence showing high
G+C content also tends to experience elevated rates of recombina-
tion (Hardison et al. 2003; Duret et al. 2006; Khelifi et al. 2006).
NAHR alone, however, cannot explain such sequences’ higher rates
of structural rearrangement. This is because, notwithstanding
methodological considerations that we discuss below, CNVs that
contain SDs in general exhibit lower rather than higher rates of
recombination.

The relationships between G+C content and both CNVR size
and frequency highlight an antagonistic relationship between,
on the one hand, increased mutation and, on the other, in-
creased purifying selection, within high G+C CNVs that are likely
to be enriched in functional elements. The amount of functional
sequence within high G+C CNVs is expected to rise as a result of
increased duplication rates; however, it will also fall because of
purifying selection on deleterious copy number increases. Nev-
ertheless, as recombination tends to occur at an unusually low
rate within human CNVs, even deleterious copy number changes
are more likely to be fixed here than elsewhere in the genome.
This model has previously been invoked to explain regional en-
richments of repetitive sequence (Charlesworth et al. 1994). Re-

gions of the human genome that are not
observed to be copy number variable, on
the other hand, tend to contain a lower
G+C content and a higher efficacy of pu-
rifying selection on copy number
change, in part owing to a higher rate of
recombination.

Selection on CNVs

Previously, we presented two lines of
evidence that CNVs have been subject to
positive selection in the human popula-
tion (Nguyen et al. 2006). The first of
these was that CNVs contain an unusu-
ally elevated gene density, but do not
exhibit a concomitant increase in G+C
content, which would otherwise have
represented a confounding factor. Our
previous report that CNVs were not
G+C-rich sequence might have arisen
from some of the earlier studies biasing
their detection of structural variation ei-
ther away from SDs (Lucito et al. 2003)
or toward smaller, presumably lower
G+C (Fig. 3) variants (Tuzun et al. 2005).
In this study we again found a signifi-
cantly increased gene density in all
CNVR sets (Fig. 5A), particularly within
frequently observed CNVRs (Fig. 2).
However, on this occasion we found
that G+C contents were elevated in three
of the four CNVRs sets. The high gene

densities of some CNVs, therefore, can be explained by their
frequent coincidence with high G+C content SD sequence.

We note that Redon et al. (2006) previously reported their
CNVR sets to be gene poor, rather than gene rich. However,
whereas Redon et al. investigated the number of CNVRs overlap-
ping genes, in our study we considered the converse, namely the
number of genes that are overlapped by CNVs. These findings
can be reconciled if fewer than expected CNVs overlap genes, yet
those CNVs that do overlap contain many more genes than ex-
pected (M.E. Hurles, pers. comm.). This is indeed what we ob-
serve: CNVs outside of SDs more rarely contain genes, whereas
CNVs overlapping SDs frequently contain many. CNVs that do
not overlap SDs may be gene poor simply because regions outside
of SDs are more likely to harbor genes whose copy numbers are
more strongly constrained. This is due in part because of in-
creased recombination outside of SDs, and therefore more effi-
cient selection, but also because mutations involving genes out-
side of SDs are more likely to be strongly deleterious.

Our previous second line of evidence for positive selection
on CNVs was that copy number variable genes exhibit higher
than expected protein evolutionary (dN/dS) rates. We argued then
that genes that are more likely to have accumulated beneficial
amino acid changes during mammalian evolution have also a
greater susceptibility to more contemporary events of positive
selection on gene duplicates (Nguyen et al. 2006). Here, we ob-
served significantly elevated evolutionary rates for genes located
within CNVRs from both Redon et al. data sets (Redon et al.
2006) (see Fig. 4A and Results).

Our previous approach to interpreting these data, however,

Figure 5. The departures from expected values for the coincidence of CNVRs with segmentally
duplicated basepairs (A,B) and with Ensembl protein-coding genes (C,D), calculated for sets of Nijme-
gen CNVRs and Redon et al. aCGH CNVRs. Results are shown as percentage differences from values
expected by random sampling of the human genome reference assembly (see Methods). (A,C)
Nijmegen aCGH CNVRs; (B,D) Redon et al. aCGH CNVRs. CNVR sets are described in the legend to
Figure 2. Bars annotated with an asterisk (*) are significant at P < 0.025.
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was not comprehensive. The observed increases in dN/dS values
could have arisen not by positive selection, but by nonadaptive
processes. These might include reduced purifying selection or in-
creased fixation of deleterious substitutions in regions with low
recombination rates (Charlesworth et al. 1995; McVean and
Charlesworth 2000; Haddrill et al. 2007). An inverse relationship
between recombination rate and dN/dS values was, indeed, ob-
served for SDRs. Conditional on their overlap with SDs, CNVR
data that show significantly high recombination rates also ex-
hibited unexpectedly low dN/dS values, and vice versa (Fig. 4B;
Supplemental Table 2). A similar doubling of dN/dS rates has also
been observed for low- or nonrecombining regions of the Dro-
sophila genome (Haddrill et al. 2007).

It is possible that the measurement of recombination rates
across CNV-rich sequence may be less accurate than elsewhere in
the genome, due both to a lower density of SNP markers and
increased structural variation that would alter physical distances
between markers. Nevertheless, recombination rates do remain
substantially (�26%) and significantly (P < 2 � 10�3) lower
than expected for those SDs that are not seen to be copy number
variable within our four data sets. This argues that the lower
recombination rates in SDs are not artifacts of the SNP ascertain-
ment scheme.

This reduction of recombination in SDRs would need to
have been sustained for the extended periods of time since the
last common ancestor of human and dog in order for the accu-
mulation of deleterious substitutions to be apparent in increased
dN/dS values. We present evidence in a separate manuscript that,
indeed, recombination rates are an ancestral trait of metatherian
and eutherian mammals (C. Webber and C.P. Ponting, in prep.).

A model of inefficient purifying selection acting on CNV
genes explains the previously reported surfeit of so-called “envi-
ronmental” genes within CNVRs (Nguyen et al. 2006). Instead of
environmental gene copy number changes being of frequent
benefit, we argue that they accumulate simply because they are
substantially less deleterious than copy number changes in other
genes. Even if the duplication of such genes is mildly deleterious,
rather than being neutral or beneficial, they may persist in the
population because of inefficient purifying selection. A recent
study of CNVs within Drosophila melanogaster reported that genes
overlapped by CNVs have fewer network interactions, reduced
lethality, and increased evolutionary rates (Dopman and Hartl
2007). These findings are also consistent with a model of reduced
selective constraint and, despite the very different population
dynamics between human and Drosophila, may illustrate com-
mon features of copy number variants across diverse species.

Conclusions

We conclude that a model of reduced recombination and re-
duced purifying selection in G+C-rich and highly duplicating
sequence is able to account for the unusual evolutionary prop-
erties of most CNVRs. An alternative argument that these prop-
erties have arisen because of positive selection on gene copy
number (within the human population) and amino acid substi-
tution (over mammalian evolution) is disfavored because it can-
not account for the inverse relationship observed between gene
evolutionary rates and recombination rates. Strong selection may
account for the segregation of CNV alleles in specific instances
(Gonzalez et al. 2005; Perry et al. 2007), but our results imply that
such examples are exceptions rather than the rule. Our findings
indicate that copy number changes are most likely to be delete-

rious, and thus lead to human disease when involving genes
lying outside of the segmentally duplicated portion of the hu-
man genome. This should be most evident for unduplicated hu-
man genes whose orthologs have previously been observed to
elicit a deleterious phenotype when disrupted in mouse. We
hope that our findings of ascertainment, mutational, and selec-
tive biases will now enable improved discrimination of neutral,
deleterious, and beneficial CNVs in the human population.

Methods

Identification of Nijmegen CNVs
A 32-k tiling resolution genomic microarray consisting of 32,447
overlapping BAC clones, selected to cover the entire human ge-
nome, was used to generate genomic copy number profiles for
494 samples using methods that have been described previously
(de Vries et al. 2005). These samples were originally analyzed by
this method within a diagnostic setting with the aim of identi-
fying copy number changes causally related to mental retarda-
tion. The samples therefore consisted of patients with unex-
plained mental retardation (n = 405, of which 102 were run in
replicate with dye-reversal) as well as unaffected parents (n = 89,
38 complete trios). All BAC array data have been deposited at the
Gene Expression Omnibus (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/)
with accession no. GSE7391; CNV intervals are given in Supple-
mental Table 1. In all cases, genomic DNA was isolated from un-
cultured blood leukocytes, thereby excluding culture-induced rear-
rangements and aneuploidies, as described by Redon et al. (2006).

Hybridization was performed in a two-color experiment
against a reference pool containing equal amounts of genomic
DNA from 10 healthy blood donors, and genomic copy numbers
were estimated using a highly conservative hidden Markov
model (Rabiner 1989; de Vries et al. 2005). Other studies such as
Redon et al. (2006) and Wong et al. (2007) use single individuals
for the reference, thus enabling CNVs to be detected in either
subject or reference individuals. However, for experiments that
seek to diagnose copy number variation in the subject only, it
is preferable to use a reference pool of multiple unrelated indi-
viduals; this disfavors the detection of CNVs in the reference,
whilst enjoying a low false-positive rate (de Vries et al. 2005). Use
of a reference pool also allows for an accurate estimation of the
frequency of each CNV as well as the type of CNV (i.e., loss or
gain). In a previous study (White et al. 2007), we used multiplex
ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA) (Schouten et al.
2002; White et al. 2004) and validated the presence and fre-
quency of six recurrent CNVs. This showed an excellent correla-
tion between these different approaches for CNVs identified us-
ing our BAC arrays. Because of the use of large-insert clones for
the detection of CNVs, we decided to include only CNVs larger
than 100 kb and required a CNV to be covered by a minimum of
three BAC clones (see also Hehir-Kwa et al. 2007). These CNVs are
much larger than virtually all SDs; hence, strong signals arising
from cross-hybridization between highly identical sequences
(the “shadowing effect”) are unlikely. As with all array-CGH ex-
periments, the sizes of CNVs and overlapping CNV regions we
report are upper-bound estimates.

In this study we focus on inherited CNVs without a known
clinical relevance. In order to distinguish clinically relevant copy
number alterations from normal copy number variations, we
performed several additional steps (see also de Vries et al. 2005).
First, we analyzed 89 unaffected parents using the same tiling
resolution microarrays. These parental samples served as a con-
trol population but, in addition, provided valuable information
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on the inheritance of specific copy number changes. From this
first analysis we identified a large set of inherited CNVs; of these,
many were detected in multiple unrelated patients as well as
unaffected parents. Secondly, all nonrecurrent CNVs were vali-
dated both in the patient as well as in the parents by either MLPA
using specifically designed synthetic probe sets and/or fluores-
cence in situ hybridization (FISH). All de novo copy number al-
terations in the patient were excluded from the list of CNVs used
in this study, as were CNVs on the sex chromosomes. For the
frequency analysis, parental samples were excluded, leading to
inherited CNVs being counted once only per family.

Other CNV and SD data sets
We obtained all 5132 and 25,196 CNVs identified by Wong et al.
(2007) and Redon et al. (2006), respectively, and CNVs identified
by Redon et al. were considered separately by platform. The 6461
CNVs identified by Redon et al. (2006) on the Affymetrix SNP
array platform were herein termed “Redon et al. Affymetrix”
CNVs, while the 18,735 CNVs identified using the array-CGH
platform were herein termed “Redon et al. aCGH” CNVs.

In their study, Wong et al. (2007) considered for further
analysis only those CNVRs that were observed for three or more
(out of 95) individuals. For our analyses, however, we considered
all Wong et al. CNVs for the reason that their properties are
broadly consistent with those of the other three sets (Figs. 2–5;
Supplemental Table 2). The genomic properties of those Wong et
al. CNVRs that encompass CNVs from three or more individuals
appear much as would be expected for frequent CNVs: They pos-
sess proportions of segmentally duplicated bases (19%), G+C
content (43%), and protein-coding gene content (+53%) that are
significantly higher than expected from genome-wide distribu-
tions.

Segmental duplications, as identified using the method de-
scribed by Bailey et al. (2001), were obtained from the University
of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) genome browser (Kent et al.
2002) (http://genome.cse.ucsc.edu, human: hg17, segmental
dups track). Segmental duplications and CNVs located either on
X or on Y chromosomes were excluded from our analyses in order
to remove any evolutionary biases related to sex chromosomes.

Partitioning and merging of the data sets
We wished to examine the regions of the genome that give rise to
observed copy number variation or segmental duplication. Thus,
within their respective sets, overlapping segments were either
merged together if they overlapped by �50% or else trimmed
equally so as not to overlap in order to produce a set of nonover-
lapping regions. The procedure for merging and trimming of
overlapping CNVs was applied to the different portions of all four
CNVs sets (rare, frequent, gain-and-loss, and [non]overlapping
with SDs) and to SDs.

As CNVs often overlap, properties averaged over all CNVRs
will differ from those calculated from all CNVs. If independent
copy number variations frequently coincide, as they certainly do
for gain-and-loss CNVRs, then rarely observed CNVRs will con-
tribute disproportionately to our calculations. Nevertheless, as
we find that frequently observed CNVRs are associated with the
greatest departures of properties from the genomic average, our
approach is conservative, particularly since results (Figs. 1–5)
then represent lower-bound values.

Each of the four CNVR sets was partitioned according to
CNV observation frequency, their overlap with segmental dupli-
cations, and whether they contain both copy number gains and
losses. This resulted in five partitions: (1) CNVRs with �1% ob-
served frequency, termed “rare”; (2) CNVRs observed at higher

frequencies (>1%), termed “frequent”; (3) CNVRs that overlap
with at least one SD, termed “CNVRs with SDs”; (4) CNVRs
having no overlap with SDs, termed “CNVRs non-SDs”; and, (5)
CNVRs containing both gain CNVs and loss CNVs, termed “gain-
and-loss CNVRs.”

Genomic data sets
Simple tandem repeats (from Tandem Repeats Finder; Benson
1999) and genomic sequence were obtained from the University
of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) genome browser (Kent et al.
2002), and gene predictions and annotations were assigned to
CNVs according to Ensembl (Hubbard et al. 2002) (Ensembl mart
version 37). Ensembl genes annotated as OMIM morbid map genes
were used to define the set of disease genes (Hamosh et al. 2005).

Recombination rates across the human genome were ob-
tained from Myers et al. (2005) and recast to the NCBI35 assem-
bly using the UCSC NCBI34 → NCBI35 chained alignment (Hin-
richs et al. 2006). Rates were calculated as the average recombi-
nation rate per base pair. Such rate predictions are expected to be
less accurate in repetitive sequence, simply because marker den-
sities are lower, and also in copy number variable sequence, ow-
ing to the uncertainty in physical distances separating markers
(see Discussion).

Orthologs between human and dog were predicted using
PhyOP (Goodstadt and Ponting 2006). We argue that these or-
thologs will be more reliable than, for example, those between
human and mouse, because of their lower degree of divergence.
These orthologs were those that have remained unduplicated be-
tween the species’ last common ancestor, as well as those arising
from lineage-specific gene duplication events. dN and dS values
and their ratios were calculated for orthologs using the codeml
program from the PAML package (Yang and Nielsen 2000). An-
cestral repeats were defined as those RepeatMasker annotated
repeats (Jurka 2000) that were aligned between the genomes of
dog and human within the UCSC chained alignment, and there-
fore we infer to have been present in their last common ancestor
(Hardison et al. 2003). The substitution rate between those
aligned ancestral repeats that extended over 150 bp was calcu-
lated using the REV model in the BASEML program from the
PAML package (Yang 1997).

Unduplicated 1:1:1:1 human:mouse:dog:opossum ortho-
logs were obtained from the OPTIC database (Heger and Ponting
2008). Similar to PhyOP, OPTIC is an automated orthology as-
signment procedure that defines phylogenetic relationships on
the basis of dS trees calculated through the codeml program from
the PAML package (Yang and Nielsen 2000).

Synteny breakpoints between dog and human genomes
were defined as the gaps between the 100-kb synteny blocks ob-
tained from the Dog Genome Sequencing Consortium (Lindblad-
Toh et al. 2005). The dog genome sequence is a high-quality and
high-coverage sequence and is used here in preference to other
available genome sequences to be consistent with other evolu-
tionary analyses in this work. As centromeres are always anno-
tated as representing synteny breakpoints, these were excluded
from our analyses.

Mouse genome informatics (MGI) phenotype data
Information on human NCBI genes whose mouse orthologs’ dis-
ruption had been assayed were obtained from MGI 3.54 (Bult et
al. 2008). Two phenotypes, “lethality-embryonic/perinatal”
(MP:0005374) and “lethality-postnatal” (MP:0005373), were se-
lected to provide two sets of genes whose disruptions were
strongly deleterious. Of 4509 human NCBI genes whose mouse
orthologs’ disruption had been assayed, 739 were classed as post-
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natally lethal, while 1545 were classed as embryonic or perina-
tally lethal.

Statistical tests
To test the null hypothesis that a property is higher or lower
within a set of regions than elsewhere in the genome, we per-
formed a randomization test. For this, 500 sets of regions were
sampled randomly from the genome assembly; these regions
were matched in both number and size to the set of regions
under consideration. We calculated the fraction P of such ran-
domly chosen regions that contained higher or lower values of
the property. Values of P > 0.025 were generally considered to
indicate that the CNV data were not significantly different from
the genome data taken as a whole. The probability that two sets
of dN, dS, or dN/dS values sample an equivalent distribution was
calculated using the two-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Feller
1948). Partial correlations were performed using the service pro-
vided at http://faculty.vassar.edu/lowry/par.html.
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